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1 Executive Summary 

1.1 Document Purpose 
This Interim Report has been prepared in partial fulfilment of Internal Deliverable 4.4.1 
required for completion of Task 4.4 (Research and Technology Monitoring) of the EU 
Seventh Framework Program INDIGO - Innovative Training and Decision Support for 
Emergency Operations  (ICT-242341-INDIGO). The report relates to the presentation and 
comparative evaluation of the enabling technology for the efficient rendering of geo-spatial 
3D data on commodity and distributed platforms, with a special emphasis technologies used 
to support tools for visual help in navigation and location awareness tasks. This document is 
intended to be included as annex in the INDIGO specification document.. This document is 
intended to be included as annex in the INDIGO specification document.  

Following the project design guidelines, (see project contract, Annex I), this document will 
possibly be iteratively refined during project evolution to reflect the improved understanding 
of end-user needs and their technological implications. 

1.2 Document Structure 
The document is divided into the following main sections: 

• Section 2 provides a general introduction to the document; 

• Section 3 provides a very rapid overview of the technologies than can be used for 
acquiring 3D and Visual Information on a particular environment; 

• Section 4 focuses on general technical strategies for massive model rendering, with a 
particular emphasis on methods for reducing the complexity of scenes on a frame by 
frame basis. The main techniques used to achieve this goal consists of: (a) rendering 
only the polygons that are determined visible (Visibility Culling); (b) using geometric 
approximations of the original model with lower polygon count (Levels of Detail); (c) 
using alternate representations in place of polygons (Sample-based representations 
and Higher-order primitives). 

• Section 5 rapidly presents strategies that can be employed for navigating within 
sparse datasets created from photographs. Since the encoding of images is already 
standardized, the focus of this section will be on the design of navigation techniques. 

• Section 6 concludes and provides general recommendations for the project. 

The document concludes with a bibliography of cited reference works. 
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2 Introduction 

The INDIGO project aims to research, develop and validate an innovative system integrating 
the latest advances in Virtual Reality and Simulation in order to homogenise and enhance 
both the operational preparedness and the management of an actual complex crisis.  

One of the options that will be researched is the helping of navigation/location awareness in 
complex environments through the exploitation of 3D or near-3D data. The basic idea behind 
the approach is that 3D data of some form (shapes of buildings/environments) is already 
widely available, and will become more and more common in the future due to the 
improvement and reduction in cost of 3D acquisition technologies. With these information, 
that can go from complete 3D reconstruction of sites, e.g., as those acquired by aerial or 
terrestrial 3D laser scanners, to 3D calibrated photographs, that can be acquired by digital 
cameras, it will be possible to present to users an easy to understand depiction of a 
natural/built environment. This information can then be used in applications to create 
navigation tools that will complement traditional 2D maps in a number of tasks. 

In this report, we provide a short overview of the technology behind 3D acquisition and 
rendering, with a special emphasis on technologies applicable to large scale sites. We first 
briefly review technologies for dense and coarse acquisition of sites. 

We then provide a general overview of massive model rendering strategies for dense 
datasets, with a special emphasis on data reduction aspects. All systems dealing with 
massive models require the integration of techniques for reducing the working set by filtering 
out as efficiently as possible the data that is not contributing to a particular image. This goal 
is achieved by employing appropriate data structures and algorithms for visibility or detail 
culling, as well as by choosing alternate graphics primitive representations.  

We then provide a short overview of alternate technologies that enable navigation in a site 
only coarsely reconstructed by a set of photos. 

Finally, we provide some recommendations for the INDIGO project. 
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3 Acquiring 3D shape and color information: a short  overview 

3.1 Data acquisition 
Automatic 3D reconstruction technologies have evolved significantly in the last decade [Bla], 
and an overview of 3D scanning technologies is presented in Curless and Seitz [CurSei]. It is 
beyond the scope of the report to completely cover the subject. Here we mention only two 
main alternatives: passive systems and active systems . 

3.1.1 Passive systems 
Passive system do not have any emitter component, but only rely on cameras (or video 
cameras). One of the main advantages is thus the simplicity (and often low cost) of the 
acquisition equipment (in the simplest case, just a digital camera). 

Even though alternative exists (e.g. silhouette carving), most passive systems are strictly 
related to the concept of stereo-matching. Most people are familiar with the concept of optical 
triangulation, because the human vision system with its two eyes is based on a stereoscopic 
set-up. A technical realization might be to replace our eyes by digital cameras and an image 
processing system to correlate the stereoscopic images. However, there are very different 
objectives between the requirements of a technical vision system and the human one: 

• Humans have an extraordinary system for pattern recognition and feature extraction. 

• Technical systems do not even begin to compare with the complexity and versatility 
of the human visual system. 

On the other hand, our visual system is only a qualitative one with a strong subjective 
component. Technical vision systems, on the other hand, should guarantee a quantitative 
and objective recording of our surroundings. Moreover, metrology requires high accuracy, 
reliability and repeatability. Therefore, homologous points in the stereoscopic images must 
be correlated with sub-pixel accuracy, typically in the range of 1/10 of a pixel. 

Stereo matching methods work by considering correspondences in distinct images taken 
from cameras placed with known extrinsic (position, orientation) and intrinsic parameters and 
then recovering the 3D position of the point that projects onto the corresponding points by 
triangulation. In the case of multiple cameras (or multiple images taken with the same 
camera), camera extrinsic and intrinsic parameters can also be estimated using feature 
extraction, matching, and Structure from Motion techniques from computer vision. Once 
these parameters are known, (multiview) stereo matching can be used to compute the shape 
of the imaged models. The problem can be seen in term of computing a disparity map i.e. a 
2-dimensional vector d that maps a point in a reference image to its displaced position into a 
second image.  Given the value of the disparity map at a generic point (x,y), its norm is 
inversely proportional to the distance of the 3D point that projected to (x,y), which therefore 
can be easily recovered. A dense disparity map, i.e. such that d is known for almost all the 
pixels, entirely defines the 3D surface and it’s the goal of any stereo matching algorithm. The 
concept can be extended to multi-view systems, using more than 2 images and matching 
several cameras at once. The cost of a disparity map is a metric to assess how much the 
pixels are mapped in pixels with similar intensities (the sum of squared differences and the 
normalized cross-correlation  are popular choice). In these terms, the problem is posed as 
finding the disparity map with minimum cost. The degrees of freedom in defining the cost and 
the algorithm gave raise of a countless number of algorithms (for a comparative survey the 
reader can refer to [SchSze04].  

Optical Passive methods are nowadays a viable choice for large scale acquisition of some 
kind of models. In the framework of the EU Project Epoch [EU FP6 IST NoE 507382], a fully 
unattended web service has been made available were the user can upload a number of 
uncalibrated images [VerVan] (i.e. where neither the position nor the intrisic parameters of 
the camera are known).  Passive optical methods have also used for scanning 3D 
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environments, i.e., from airborne sensors. A state-of-the-art system for reconstruction of 
human habitats from aerial images is described in [Leberl et  al. 2010]. 
 
On the other hand,  dense 3D reconstruction using passive systems tend to fail in areas 
where disparity computation is difficult, i.e., on untextured images. As we will see later, 
however, even though passive system cannot always substitute active systems for the dense 
reconstruction of a site, the portions of them that compute extrinsic (and eventually intrinsic) 
parameters from images, can be exploited for coarse reconstruction that can be used for 
image based navigation (see Section 3.3)   

3.1.2 Active systems 
Active systems try to overcome  the problems of completely passive systems by emitting 
some kind of radiation or light and detecting its reflection in order to probe an object or 
environment. Possible types of emissions used include light, ultrasound or x-ray. 

The most commonly used systems for acquiring large scale sites are time-of-flight range 
scanners based on lasers. The technology is often referred as “LiDAR”  (Light Detection And 
Ranging). 

The advantage of LiDARs is that they are capable of operating over very long distances, and 
are more accurate than, e.g., radar, since they operate at very short wavelengths and use 
coherent beams. Time-of-flight refers to the time a pulse of light takes to cover the distance 
from the light emitter to the surface and return to the receiver (located at the same position).  
Time-of-flight scanners consist of a laser light emitter and a receiver located in the same 
point. The emitter sends a  light pulse which bounces off the surface of the object and returns 
to the receiver and the distance emitter-surface-receiver, i.e. twice the distance emitter-
surface) is found as light-speed/time-of-flight. 

Therefore a time-of-flight scanner essentially works by probing the object's surface sample 
by sample. The direction of light pulse determines which point of the surface (if any) will be 
found. The emitter can be controlled  either by rotating the range finder itself, or by using a 
system of rotating mirrors. 

The TOF systems are generally used to sample large-scale artefacts (such as architectures), 
are characterized by a very wide working volume (from a few meters to a few hundred 
meters for terrestrial scanners, up to kilometres for aerial ones), medium sampling resolution 
(usually space is sampled by taking one or a few samples for a squared centimeter), medium 
accuracy considering the wide operation space (terrestrial commercial systems guarantee 
error in the order of 0.5 centimeter), and long acquisition times (sampling speed is on the 
order of a few thousand samples per second, thus a single high-resolution range map can 
take up to 20-30 minutes). More recent hybrid systems, which add a phase shift control to 
the usual TOF approach, support much faster sampling speed (on the order of a hundred 
thousand samples per seconds) with approximately the same accuracy and are, 
consequently, getting a major share of the TOF market. 

TOF technology is also being used in off-the-shelf hardware for small scale real time 
acquisition, as for example  the SwissRanger (http://www.mesa-imaging.ch/index.php) which 
is camera with an array of 176x144 emitter/sensor able to scan in the range of 1 to 5 meters 
at 54 FPS. 

In addition, it should be noted that engineering solutions exist that allow operating time of 
flight scanners in a variety of situations, including static terrestrial scan, terrestrial scans from 
moving vehicles, and airborne scans from airplanes. 
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Figure 1. Downtown Toronto reconstructed using an airborne time of flight laser scanner plus 

high resolution registered color images. Data courtesy of Airborne 1 corporation. 

 
Figure 2. LiDAR reconstruction of Venice with an elevation color map. Image courtesy of BLOM 

CGR. 

Time of flight scanners are increasingly being used to densely reconstruct parts of our 
environment. Some public administrations use airborne flights to monitor important parts of 
their environment. Airborne LIDAR sensors are used by companies in the Remote Sensing 
field to create point clouds of the earth ground for further processing (e.g. used in forestry). A 
common format for saving these points (with parameters like x, y, return, intensity, elevation) 
is the LAS file format. Landmarks and sensitive building are also often being mapped by both 
terrestrial and airborne scanners. Finally, industries routinely use scanners to acquire 
sensitive parts of their factories (e.g., complex buildings and pipes).  

It is important to note for the INDIGO project that public repositories of LiDAR datasets 
exists, and are already being used in the conjunction with catastrophic events. For instance, 
the public site www.opentopography.org hosts a variety of datasets, including LiDAR data 
collected between January 21st and January 27th, 2010, in response to the January 12th 
magnitude 7.0 Haiti earthquake (see ). 
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Figure 3. LiDAR point cloud data for the Port-au-Prince waterfront. Data collected between 

January 21st and January 27th, 2010, in response to the January 12th magnitude 7.0 earthquake. 
Image courtesy of Global Facility for Disaster Recovery and Recovery (GFDRR) and 

OpenTopography. 

3.2 Modeling: generating dense 3D models 
A fully automatic reconstruction pipeline for generating possibly coloured dense 3D models is 
not applicable in all cases. Obtaining measurable dense 3D models from acquisition typically 
requires the applications of a series of separate operations, that can be considered 
independent from the specific measurement technique taken. The main steps that must be 
followed in a scanning campaign are inspection, design, acquisition, alignment, editing, 
merge, texturing and final model building.  

Object or site inspection is useful typically in order to choice the best technique to acquire the 
geometry, considering the final model specifications in terms of resolution, accuracy and data 
size, and the constraints as the budget, the time and generally the complexity of the entire 
acquisition pipeline related to the object. Depending on the chosen acquisition method, the 
acquisition design step aims at defining a precise acquisition strategy, trying to minimize the 
acquisition time, the data acquired for each range map and the effort in the successive steps 
(mainly the alignment process). The point clouds resulting from the acquisition of sites 
typically exceed the millions of points, and most often can exceed the billions of samples for 
a single scanning campaign. This size heavily affects the classes of techniques used to 
manage this data in the following steps. Common algorithms are not able to manage such 
massive data in acceptable time, so particular solutions are needed, as multi-resolution 
approaches for visualization and/or out-of-core techniques to filter and processing the data.  
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Figure 4. The alignment step brings non-referenced range-maps (left) and put them together in 

a single common reference frame (right). 

In general, the result of a scanning campaign is a series of range maps taken from different 
points of view. A registration is needed in order to represent all points under the same 
coordinate system (Fig.1). The alignment task converts all the acquired range maps in a 
common reference system. This process is usually partially manual and partially automatic. 
The user has to find an initial, raw registration between any pair of overlapping range maps; 
the alignment tool then uses this approximate placement to compute a very accurate 
registration of the two point clouds (local registration). The precise pair-wise alignment is 
usually performed by adopting the Iterated Closest Point (IPC) algorithm [BesMcK, CheMed], 
or variations of the same. This pairwise registration process (repeated on all pairs of adjacent 
and overlapping range maps) is then used to automatically build a global registration of all 
the meshes, and this last alignment is enforced among all the maps in order to move 
everything in a unique reference system [Pul]. Range map alignment has been the focus of a 
stream of recent papers. Many possible methods can be adopted, for instance semi or 
completely automatic, but the most used approach remains the coarse manual alignment 
followed by an ICP (iterative closest point) rigid [Besl et al. 1992] or non-rigid [Brown B. and 
Rusinkiewicz S. 2007] fine registration. We cite here only one single result [GelMit], where 
interested reader can find further references. Figure 5 shows a set of range maps roughly 
aligned (top) renderer in synthetic colour and the result of fine alignement (bottom). Quality of 
the alignment is crucial for the overall quality of the merged model, since errors introduced in 
alignment may be the cause of wrong interpolation while we merge the range maps. Since 
small errors could add one to the other, the resulting global error can be macroscopic. An 
example of 3D acquisition where this potential effect has been monitored and accurately 
measured is the acquisition of Donatello’s Maddalena [GuiBer]. A methodology for quality 
control is proposed in that paper, where potential incorrect alignement produced by ICP 
registration are monitored and corrected by means of data coming from close-range digital 
photogrammetry. With the possible exception of texturing, the alignment phase is usually the 
most time-consuming phase of the entire 3D scanning pipeline, due to the substantial user 
contribution required by current commercial systems and the large number of scans sampled 
in real scanning campaigns. The initial placement is heavily user-assisted in most of the 
commercial and academic systems (requiring the interactive selection and manipulation of 
the range maps). Moreover, this kernel action has to be repeated for all the possible 
overlapping range map pairs (i.e. in average 8 times the number of range maps).  If the set of 
range maps is thus composed by hundreds of elements, then the user has a very complex 
task to perform: for each range map, find which are the partially-overlapping ones; given this 
set of overlapping range maps, determine which one to consider in pair-wise alignment 
(either all of them or a subset); finally, process all those pair-wise initial alignments. If not 
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assisted, this becomes the major bottleneck of the entire process: a slow, boring activity that 
is also really crucial for the accuracy of the overall results (since an inaccurate alignment 
may lead to very poor results after the range maps merging). An improved management of 
large set of range maps (from 100 up to 1000) can be obtained by both providing a 
hierarchical organization of the data (range maps divided into groups, with atomic alignment 
operations applied to an entire group rather than to the single scan) and by using a 
multiresolution representation of the raw data to increase efficiency of the interactive 
rendering/manipulation process over the range maps. Moreover, since the standard 
approach (user-assisted selection of each overlapping pair and creation of the correspondent 
alignment arc) becomes very impractical on large set of range maps, tools for the automatic 
setup of most of the required alignment actions have to be provided. 

 
Figure 5. The coarse alignment obtained over a set of range maps representing a bas-relief 

(top) and t he final model (bottom) obtained after automatic completion of all overlapping-pairs 

 
 
After each scan is consistent with each others, an editing/cleaning pass is applied to remove 
undesired points. This always involves a major user intervention. The cleaned data contains 
all the acquired and aligned range maps with a lot of overlapping parts. When the required 
result is not a point cloud, but a triangulated surface model, a triangulation procedure has to 
be applied to merge overlapping parts and produces point connectivity [Cuccuru et al. 2009]. 
If the final model is a point cloud related techniques are used to perform a regularization step 
to remove noise and different point resolutions in overlapping regions. 
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Figure 6. Domesquare at S. Gimignano (Italy) acquired using a terrestrial time of flight laser 

scanner. Cleaned-up model after alignment, cleaning and merging. Rendering using directional 
lighting and ambient occlusion. Image courtesy of ISTI-CNR. 
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Figure 7. Differences between the 3D model of a Roman site with the color signal acquired by 

the laser scanner (left) and the color mapped from images taken with a 10Mp camera (right). 

 
At this point in the pipeline one obtains a geometric, measurable data;  typically the quality of 
the color signal acquired by laser scanners is not high enough for visualization, so a texturing 
process is employed to map color on the geometry data (Figure 7). The color information is 
most often acquired using an off the shelf camera (nowadays a 10Mp is good enough for 
most purposes) and is mapped using a two step procedure; the first is a manual intervention 
in which the user has to find a minimum number of correspondences between the 3D model 
(3D points on the geometry) and each image (2D points). Then the software computes 
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters and project the color from the camera point of view 
on the model surface.  

 
Figure 8. Comparison of a real photo of an archaeological site (left) and the 3D real-time, 

remote, rendering of its digital model, a point cloud of about 8M points size, obtained from time-of-
flight laser scanner acquisition and color texture mapping (right).  

With a fast visibility pass implemented in GPU a fast texture projection on a point cloud is 
feasible and efficient. Overlapping texture can be blended in many ways; a clever solution, 
applied to triangle meshes but general in terms of blending insights, is [Callieri et al. 2008], 
that use some masking function to blend colors depending on normals, depth, image borders 
and model silhouettes. Finally, the model with geometry and color is stored in a particular 
multi-resolution data structure in order to be locally or remotely available for 
visualization/navigation (Figure 8). 
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As we can see, a complete scanning pipeline for creating high quality photorealistic models 
is quite involved and still requires considerable manual intervention. However, if the goal is to 
produce measurable engineering quality models, it is often sufficient to work with (possibly 
filtered) aligned point clouds, thus skipping the most labor intensive portions of the pipeline.  

3.3 Modeling: Structure from motion for coarse 3D w ith registered images 
The technologies described above intend to create consistent and measurable 3D models 
from acquired data. A related approach is the one of image based modelling (IBM) and 
rendering (IBR). In this case, the problem is that of synthesizing new views of a scene from a 
set of input photographs. A limited version of this approach, tuned for the constrained 
environment of moving along street maps, has having enormous success in products such 
as Google StreetView or Microsoft Bing Maps. For more general environments, a lot of work 
has been carried out for new view synthesis starting from sets of photographs (e.g., Chen 
and Williams 1993; McMillan and Bishop 1995; Gortler et al. 1996; Levoy and Hanrahan 
1996; Seitz and Dyer 1996; Aliaga et al. 2003; Zitnick et al. 2004; Buehler et al. 2001). 
Providing photo-realistic views of the world from all viewpoints has however proven very 
difficult. Thus, in the recent past more constrained versions of these techniques have 
emerged as intuitive user interfaces for browsing through collection of photographs. The 
most prominent example in this area is the PhotoTourism system [Snavely 2006], which 
differs from previous approaches in that it only reconstructs a very sparse 3D model of the 
world, since its emphasis is more on creating smooth 3D transitions between photographs 
rather than interactively visualizing a 3D world. The backbone of this kind of work is a robust 
Structure from Motion (SfM) approach that reconstructs 3D camera parameters, and sparse 
point geometry for large datasets [Snavely 2007]. Since the method provides only relative 
positioning between cameras, a global alignment step to a map or a reference 3D model has 
to be applied to find the rotation, translation, and global scale that aligns the reconstructed 
photographs to a global reference. 

 
Figure 9. Bundler: Structure from Motion for Unordered Image Collections: Colosseum test 

case. Image Courtesy of Noah Snavely, U Washington. 

Unordered image collections can be exploited as interesting means to navigate in a 3D 
space. They cannot always substitute a consolidated 3D scan, e.g., when precise measuring 
is required, but can provide a natural user interface for exploring complex environments. One 
major advantage of the method is the relative low cost and time required for a site 
acquisition. Integration with scanned data seems interesting for cases when more dense and 
precise reconstructions are required. 
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Figure 10. Bundler: Structure from Motion for Unordered Image Collections: Trafalgar Square test 

case. Data Courtesy of Noah Snavely, U Washington. Note that the reconstruction is sparse.  

 

3.4 Recommendations 
The objective of using 3D data in the INDIGO project is to provide simple to understand 
visualizations of a particular environment. These reconstructions will be created to provide 
means to recognize a particular area both for training and for actual operations. The tools are 
meant to complement traditional 2D maps and to provide additional possibility. We can think 
of exploiting different types of sources for creating these reconstructions: 

• Dense 3D models, probably created through LiDAR or similar technologies, that 
provide measurable reconstructions of environments. These models can be exploited 
for all operations that require some sort of measurement in 3D.  

• Image collections embedded in 3D space, probably created with SfM pipelines, that 
provide sparse but natural depictions of sites. These models can be exploited for all 
operations that require location recognition. 
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4 Navigating through dense 3D datasets: technical s trategies for 
massive model rendering 

The dense reconstruction pipeline discussed in the previous chapter result in models that 
accurate, measurable, but also very large. 

Current graphics hardware cannot render massive models, consisting of hundreds of millions 
of samples/polygons at interactive frame rates using brute force techniques. This requires 
techniques to reduce the complexity of scenes on a frame by frame basis. The main 
techniques used to achieve this goal consists of: (a) rendering only the polygons that are 
determined visible (Visibility Culling); (b) using geometric approximations of the original 
model with lower polygon count (Levels of Detail); (c) using alternate representations in place 
of polygons (Sample-based representations and Higher-order primitives). By combining 
these techniques together in an adaptive system, it is possible to create a renderer whose 
runtime and memory footprint is proportional to the generated output complexity, not to the 
total model complexity. In the following, we will briefly review the state-of-the-art in the area, 
on the basis of the survey published in [Gobbetti et  al. 2008].  

4.1 Visibility Culling 
Determining which surface is visible for each pixel is the at core of rendering applications. 
Visible surface determination techniques are essentially methods for solving a sorting 
problem, i.e., determining which parts of the model are closer to the viewer. The many 
proposed solutions vary in the order in which the sort is performed and how the problem is 
subdivided to make it more tractable. At the broad level, practically only two classes of 
algorithms are used today when dealing with massive models: (a) rasterization with z-
buffering, an object order approach that determines the visible surface by streaming through 
scene polygons, rasterizing them, and projecting them to screen while maintaining the depth 
of each pixel, and (b) ray tracing, an image space approach that determines visible surfaces 
by computing ray intersections for each pixel.  

From the memory management point-of-view, rasterization offers in principle more code and 
data cache coherency, because switching primitives and rendering attributes occurs much 
less frequently and most operations work object-by-object basis on data residing in local 
memory. This explains the success of rasterization hardware for supporting real-time 
rendering of small scenes. The situation is more complex for massive models. In their most 
basic form, both rasterization and raytracing techniques are limited to linear time complexity 
in the number of scene primitives. In order to enable rendering in sub-linear time complexity, 
spatial index structures and visibility culling techniques must be applied to limit the number of 
polygons being sent to the graphics pipeline and/or checked for ray intersection. Even 
though the ray tracing and rasterization fields have independently developed their own 
approaches in the past, the underlying issues faced when dealing with massive models are 
somewhat similar, and state-of-the-art systems are converging towards applying similar 
solutions. 

4.1.1 Object space subdivision 
Visibility culling methods are typically realized with the help of a so-called spatial index, a 
spatial data structure that organizes the geometric primitives in the 3D space. There are two 
major approaches, spatial partitioning and bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs). Bounding 
volume hierarchies conceptually organize geometric primitives in a bottom-up manner by 
hierarchically grouping bounding volumes of objects, while spatial partitioning schemes 
subdivide the scene in a top-down manner into a hierarchy of disjoint cells that contains the 
entire scene. Quite a number of spatial partitioning schemes have been proposed in the past. 
Hierarchical grids, octrees, kd-trees are the most popular methods, and kd-trees are usually 
considered the option of choice for massive models. More details can, e.g., be found 
in [Samet 2006]. Even though the concepts of classic spatial indexes are simple and well 
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understood, constructing them for massive models requires specialized methods that have a 
low computational complexity and coherent access patterns to avoid I/O thrashing, while at 
the same time providing optimized space partitions for visibility queries. 

In the case of kd-trees, a de-facto standard for obtaining optimized subdivision is to minimize 
the cost model for ray-object intersections called Surface Area Heuristics (SAH) [Goldsmith 
and Salmon 1987, MacDonald and Booth 1990, Havran 2000]. This heuristics assumes a 
uniform distribution of rays with no occlusion, and makes it simple to estimate the probability 
to traverse the different branches of the hierarchy by comparing the surface areas of the 
bounding boxes of the various nodes. An approximately optimal kd-tree can be computed by 
minimizing the expected ray tracing cost by performing a top-down greedy optimization. Such 
a technique, which recursively splits the model by choosing the minimum cost split plane at 
each step, is impractical for massive models. This is because there are too many possible 
splitting planes and finding the best split plane requires to sort triangles according to these 
planes. For these reasons, many authors have proposed simplified techniques for faster tree 
construction (e.g., [Popov et  al. 2006, Hunt et  al. 2006, Shevtsov et  al. 2007]). These 
methods share a common set of concepts. First of all, they only consider axis aligned 
bounding boxes of objects instead of individual triangles for building the hierarchy. Second, 
they do not test all potential split planes, but only use K heuristically selected equidistantly 
spaced planes. Third, the SAH for each of these is computed in a single streaming pass. 
This approach greatly reduces the number of plane evaluations (K bin planes instead of O(N) 
triangle bounds planes) but also avoids any sorting. Splitting can thus be done simply with 
two O(N) passes. The full hierarchy can thus be constructed with O(NlogN) operations. 
Moreover, and most importantly for massive models, all operations are performed in a 
streaming fashion, with good memory locality and minimal needs for in-core memory. The 
main drawback of these methods is the need to select up-front a small set of candidate 
planes. A more elaborate solution, which avoids binning and considers triangle splitting is 
presented in [Wald and Havran 18-20]. 

Bounding volume hierarchies are not generally used for large static environments but for 
(smaller) dynamic environments for which the hierarchy is either given up-front at modeling 
time, e.g., by associating bounding volumes to objects in a kinematic hierarchy, or 
recomputed dynamically as objects move. The research focus more on how to update a 
hierarchy after object motion. Reasonably fast O(NlogN) algorithms for rebuilding BVHs are 
presented in [Wald et  al. 2007, Lauterbach et  al. 2006, Wald 2007], while O(N) methods for 
refitting an already existing bounding volume hierarchy are presented in [Havran et  al. 2006, 
Woop et  al. 2006, Wächter and Keller 2006]. Hybrid methods combining refitting and 
construction techniques are also available [Lauterbach et  al. 2006, Yoon et  al. 2007].  

4.1.2 From-point visibility culling 
From-point algorithms are the basis of all interactive viewing applications, since they attempt 
to determine at each frame which parts of the scene are visible from the current viewpoint. 
Visible surface determination (or hidden-surface removal) is the most basic from-point 
algorithm and can be considered as the final stage of every rendering pipe-line. Before actual 
visible surface determinations takes place, visibility culling methods must be employed to 
filter out data at the coarse level. View-frustum and backface culling are simple but effective 
from-point operations that can be optimized using spatial data structures. A common choice 
is to combine a hierarchy of bounding spheres, axis-aligned bounding boxes, or kd-trees with 
cones of normals [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2000a, Cignoni et  al. 2004, Gobbetti and Marton 
2004], and to perform hierarchical view-frustum and backface culling during a top-down 
scene traversal. Processing stops whenever a model portion is proved out-of-view or 
backfacing. Such traversal schemes can also be adapted for implementing occlusion culling, 
which stops traversal in case of occlusion.  

In the case of ray-tracing, early traversal termination in case of occlusion is simple to 
implement by a front-to-back traversal of the spatial index: since visibility is evaluated 
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independently for each ray, once a hit-point has been found, it is certain that geometric 
primitives behind are not visible for that specific ray direction. An important optimization that 
is widely applied in state-of-the-art real-time ray tracing systems is to simultaneously trace 
bundles of rays called packets [Wald et  al. 2001]. First, working on packets allows use of 
SIMD vector operations of modern CPUs to perform parallel traversal and intersection of 
multiple rays. Second, packets enable deferred shading, i.e., it is not necessary to switch 
between intersection and shading routines for every single ray, thus amortizing memory 
accesses, function calls, etc. Third, it is possible to avoid traversal steps and intersection 
calculations based on the bounds of ray packets and makes better use of both object and 
scanline coherence. This idea of accelerating raytracing by working on groups of rays is also 
exploited in frustum traversal methods [Reshetov et  al. 2005]. 

When using rasterization, the decision about when traversal of the spatial index can be 
stopped can also be made in image space by exploiting the Z-buffer, and the most recent 
algorithms exploit graphics hardware for this purpose. For occlusion culling during front-to-
back scene traversal, bounding volumes are simply tested for visibility against the current Z-
buffer using the occlusion query functionality to determine whether to continue traversal. It 
should be noted that, although the query itself is processed quickly using the rasterization 
power of the GPU, its result is not available immediately due to the delay between issuing 
the query and its actual processing by the graphics pipeline. A naive application of occlusion 
queries can actually decrease the overall application performance due the associated CPU 
stalls and GPU starvation and introduce additional end-to-end latency in the application. For 
this reason, modern methods exploit spatial and temporal coherence to schedule the issuing 
of queries [Govindaraju et  al. 2003, Bittner et  al. 2004, Yoon et  al. 2004, Heyer et  al. 2005, 
Klosowski and Silva 2001]. The central idea of these methods is to issue multiple queries for 
independent scene parts and to avoid repeated visibility tests of interior nodes by exploiting 
the coherence of visibility classification. It is interesting to note that hierarchical front-to-back 
rasterization in combination with occlusion culling can be interpreted as a form of beam- or 
frustum tracing, which demonstrates the convergence of ray-tracing and rasterization 
research in the massive model rendering domain. 

4.1.3 From-region visibility culling 
From-point algorithms perform visibility culling at each frame by exploiting object space-
subdivision. For static scenes, it is tempting to pre-compute visibility information for scene 
regions, to speed up run-time visibility processing. This is the domain of from-region 
algorithms, which precompute a potentially visible set (PVS) for cells of a fixed subdivision of 
the scene partitioning the view-space. During rendering, only the primitives in the PVS of the 
cell where the observer is currently located, are rendered, potentially leading to large savings 
in rendering time. For complex scenes, however, these savings are more theoretical than 
practically achievable with current technology. While exact visibility from a single viewpoint 
can be calculated using visible surface determination methods and accelerated using space 
partitioning structures, computing the PVS for a region is much harder. Excellent algorithms 
for computing exact visibility from a region in space exist for general scenes do exist [Durand 
1999, Duguet and Drettakis 2002, Nirenstein et  al. 2002, Bittner 2002, Haumont et  al. 2005, 
Mora et  al. 2005]. However, their running time and memory costs make them unsuitable for 
massive models. For this reason, many authors have concentrated on “conservative” 
techniques, i.e., techniques that simplify computation by, hopefully slightly, over-estimating 
the PVS to include some objects that are actually not visible and to never exclude 
unoccluded objects. In reality, the problem turns out to also be very hard to solve, and there 
are practically no published provably conservative techniques for general environments. 
Rather, known techniques are restricted to particular types of scenes. Examples of 
constraints are the limitations to architectural building interiors [Airey et  al. 1990, Teller and 
Sequin 1991], 2.5D visibility for terrains and urban scenes [Wonka et  al. 2000, Bittner et  al. 
2001, Koltun et  al. 2001], volumetric occluders [Schaufler et  al. 2000] or large occluders 
close to the view cell [Durand et  al. 2000, Andújar et  al. 2000, Leyvand et  al. 2003]. For 
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general scenes, non conservative sampling based solutions, that compute from-region 
solutions combining results from from-point queries, have recently emerged as a practical 
approach, due to their robustness and ease of implementation. Nirenstein and 
Blake [Nirenstein and Blake 2004] proposed an approach which uses rasterization hardware 
for sampling visibility. An approach that focuses, instead on harnessing a fast ray-tracing 
kernel has been recently presented by Wonka et al. [Wonka et  al. 2006].  

Storing and transmitting the computed PVS is also an important problem. There is an 
obvious trade-off between the quality of the PVS estimation on one hand and memory 
consumption and precomputation time on the other hand. Smaller view cells improve the 
quality of PVS computation, simultaneously increasing the number of view cells that need to 
be precomputed. In addition to requiring large precomputation times, having a large number 
of view cells can result in extremely large storage requirements for storing all PVSs, as well 
as in large bandwidth requirements for communicating the PVSs to the rendering engine, 
which is an important drawback for massive scenes. 

In general, from-point techniques are more robust and easy to integrate in a system, since 
they require less storage and less preprocessing time and resources. There are, however, 
situations in which a from-region algorithm is appropriate and can provide considerable 
advantages: this is the case, for instance, of a number of videogames, in which the scene is 
modeled only once and can be constructed to make region selection easy. A good from-
region algorithm for general or massive models with reasonable preprocessing cost and 
good storage optimization remains an open issue. 

4.2 Simplification and level of details 
Relying on efficient visibility determination alone is not sufficient to ensure interactive 
performance for highly complex scenes with a lot of small scale details. In such cases, many 
visible modeling primitives may only project to a single pixel or sub-pixel. In order to bound 
the amount of data required for a given frame, a filtered representation of details must thus 
be available. Computing such a representation from highly detailed models, and efficiently 
extracting the required detail from this representation at rendering time is the goal of 
simplification and level of detail techniques. 

4.2.1 Geometric simplification 
Geometric simplification is a well studied subject, and a number of high quality automatic 
simplification techniques have been developed [Luebke 2001]. Optimal approximation of a 
surface, in terms of computing the minimal number of triangle primitives that would satisfy 
some approximation error metric, is known to be NP-Hard [Agarwal and Suri. 1994], and 
hence most research has focused on developing heuristic methods. 

At the broadest level, simplification methods may be grouped into global strategies that are 
applied to the input mesh as a whole, and local strategies that iteratively simplify the mesh by 
the repeated application of some local operator. Local strategies are by far the most common 
simplification approaches, mainly because of their efficiency and robustness. The wide 
majority of the simplification methods iteratively simplifies an input mesh by sequences of 
vertex removals or edge contractions. In most current systems, simplification is performed in 
an iterative greedy fashion, which maintains a sorted list of candidate operations and applies 
the operation associated to the minimal simplification error at each step. Unfortunately, a 
direct implementation of this approach is not well-suited to work on massive meshes, since 
maintaining a priority queue of possible operations results in a memory consumption 
proportional to the size of the original mesh, a clearly untenable situation for extremely large 
models. Even if this obstacle could be overcome by using out-of-core data structures, the 
order of contraction operations could exhibit little locality in terms of memory accesses, with 
detrimental effects on algorithm performance. 
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The two main solutions that have been proposed for these problem are streaming 
simplification methods and mesh partitioning methods. The key insight behind streaming 
simplification [Wu and Kobbelt 2003, Isenburg et  al. 2003] is to keep input and output data in 
streams that document, for example, when all triangles around a vertex or all points in a 
particular spatial region have arrived with "finalization tags". For simplification, an in-core 
buffer is filled and simplified and output is generated as soon as enough data is available. 

Mesh partitioning methods, instead, are based on iterative simplification of mesh regions. 
Several authors [Hoppe 1998, Prince 2000] have proposed methods in which a mesh is 
segmented so that each piece fits in the main memory. While this solution is conceptually 
appealing, the segmenting and rejoining operations are expensive, and make this approach 
less attractive for very large meshes. A major drawback of these methods is that region 
boundaries remain unsimplified until the very last simplification step, with leading to quality 
and scalability problems. OEMM [Cignoni et  al. 2003a] avoids the region boundary problem 
by exploiting a out-of-core octree-based data structure that maintains relationships between 
blocks and thus supports simplification of block boundaries. Another efficient technique for 
avoiding boundary locking has been proposed by [Cignoni et  al. 2004, Cignoni et  al. 2005]. 
In these approaches, the mesh is spatially partitioned using hierarchical volumetric 
subdivision schemes that create conforming volumetric meshes that support local refinement 
and coarsening operations.  

Streaming simplification approaches lead in general to simpler and faster solutions because 
of their inherent I/O efficiency. On the other hand, mesh partitioning approaches are more 
general, can produce very high quality results, and have also the capability of producing 
continuous LOD representations. 

4.2.2 Level of detail 
A level-of-detail (LOD) model is a compact description of multiple representations of a single 
shape and is the key element for providing the necessary degrees of freedom to achieve run-
time adaptivity. LOD models can be classified as discrete, progressive, or continuous. 
Discrete models simply consist of ordered sequences of distinct representations of a shape 
and only support switching among representations. Progressive models consist of a coarse 
shape representation and of a sequence of modifications (e.g., edge splits) supporting 
incremental refinement. Continuous models improve over progressive models by fully 
supporting selective refinement, i.e., the extraction of representations with a LOD that can 
vary in different parts of the representation. Continuous representations can be changed on a 
virtually continuous scale.  

A general framework for managing continuous LOD models is the multi-triangulation 
technique [De Floriani et  al. 1998], which is based on the idea of encoding the partial order 
describing mutual dependencies between updates as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In the 
DAG, nodes represent mesh updates (removals and/or insertions of triangles that change the 
representation of a mesh region), and arcs represent dependency relations among updates. 

Most of the continuous LOD models can be expressed in this framework, and many 
variations have been proposed. Up until recently, however, the vast majority of view-
dependent level-of-detail methods were all based on multi-resolution structures where LOD 
decisions are taken at the triangle/vertex primitive level. This kind of approach involves a 
constant CPU workload for each triangle and makes detail selection the bottleneck in the 
entire rendering process. This problem is exacerbated in rasterization approaches, because 
of the increasing CPU/GPU performance gap. 

To overcome the detail selection bottleneck and to fully exploit the capabilities of current 
hardware, it is necessary to select and send batches of geometric primitives to be rendered 
using only a few CPU instructions. To this end, various GPU oriented multi-resolution 
structures have been recently proposed. The methods are based on the idea of moving the 
granularity of the representation from triangles to triangle patches [Cignoni et  al. 2004, Yoon 
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et  al. 2004]. Thus, instead of working directly at the triangle level, the models are first 
partitioned into blocks containing many triangles, and, then, a multi-resolution structure is 
constructed among partitions. By carefully choosing appropriate subdivision structures for the 
partitioning and managing boundary constraints, hole-free adaptive models can be 
constructed. The benefit of these approaches is that the needed per-triangle workload to 
extract a multi-resolution model is reduced by orders of magnitude. The small patches can 
be preprocessed and optimized off line for a more efficient rendering, and highly efficient 
retained mode graphics calls can be exploited for caching the current adaptive model in 
video memory. Recent work has shown that the vast performance increase in CPU/GPU 
communication results in greatly improved frame rates [Cignoni et  al. 2004, Yoon et  al. 
2004, Cignoni et  al. 2005]. Similar structures have been presented for 2D domains and have 
been used for terrain visualization [Cignoni et  al. 2003b, Cignoni et  al. 2003c], 
streaming [Bettio et  al. 2007] and compression. The success of these coarse level 
approaches indicates the increasing importance of memory/bandwidth management issues 
in real-time rendering applications. Even though coarsening multiresolution granularity 
reduces the model flexibility and requires more triangles to achieve a given accuracy, the 
overall efficiency of the system is dramatically increased rather than reduced, since 
rendering time does not depend linearly on triangle count anymore. Instead, rendering time is 
strongly influenced by how the triangles are organized in memory and sent to the graphics 
card. 

4.3 Alternate rendering primitives 
So far, we have concentrated on methods centered around efficient procedures for 
simplifying triangle meshes, arranging details in a multiresolution structure, and efficiently 
extracting them at run-time to realize adaptive rendering. The complexity of the rendering 
operation can be also reduced by switching to representations other than triangle meshes. 
Representations other than polygons offer significant potential for massive models 
visualization.  

On one hand, important model classes, such as CAD models, are well described in terms of 
higher order geometric primitives. One might thus consider directly rendering them instead of 
resorting to precomputed tessellations. The potential advantages of such an approach 
include a reduction of needed memory and the ability to generate smooth views at high 
magnification levels. On the other hand, in conventional polygon-based computer graphics, 
models have become so complex that for most views the projection of polygons may be 
smaller than one pixel in the final image. As a result, many researchers have been 
investigating alternate, mostly sample-based, scene representations. These representations 
use sets of points, voxels, or images to accelerate the rendering 

4.3.1 Higher order primitives 
Both raster-based and ray-tracing rendering approaches work directly and efficiently with low 
order primitives. High order primitives are generally tessellated into triangles or into 
intermediate forms in a preprocessing step. Direct rendering of the high order primitives is 
generally too slow to sustain interactive performance even for relatively small dataset sizes. 
There have been efforts to integrate high order primitives into the rendering pipeline since 
the early 1970’s [Goldstein 1981]. This kind of work has progressed substantially, and recent 
approaches are using programming techniques on GPU hardware to increase performance. 
In particular, a number of authors have focused on devising efficient methods for raycasting 
quadrics, cubics, and quartics on the GPU [de Toledo and Levi 2004, Loop and Blinn 2006, 
Tarini et  al. 2006, Sigg et  al. 2006, de Toledo et  al. 2007], and [Krishnamurthy et  al. 2007] 
introduced a method for direct evaluation of NURBS surfaces on the GPU. Even when using 
specialized hardware, however, current systems do not match the performance of rendering 
from precomputed meshes. Since the performance of programmable graphics systems 
continues to grow, it is reasonable to expect that in the near future moderately complex 
models could be rendered in real-time. This is particularly important for interactive modeling 
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applications, where manipulation of the original parametric data is important. It should also 
be noted that using higher-order primitives alone does not fully solve the scalability problem 
of massive model renderers, since at low magnification levels complex models still contain a 
large number primitives. The definition of a multiresolution representation above the primitive 
level is therefore required to support view-dependent rendering. 

4.3.2 Sample based representations 
Sample-based representations occupy the opposite end of the spectrum from higher order 
representations. They exploit discrete sampling methods to represent complex models with 
sets of samples, typically points or voxels. 

A point-based geometry representation can be considered a discrete sampling of a 
continuous surface, resulting in 3D positions , optionally with associated normal vectors  or 
auxiliary surface properties, e.g., colors or other material properties. One of the major 
benefits of such a modeling approach is its simplicity. There is no need to explicitly manage 
and maintain mesh connectivity during both preprocessing and rendering. On the other hand, 
the lack of connectivity makes it hard to reconstruct continuous (i.e., smooth and hole-free) 
images from such a discrete set of surface samples. Holes and gaps in-between the samples 
can be closed by image-space reconstruction techniques [Grossman and Dally 1998] or by 
object-space resampling.  

The techniques from the latter category dynamically adjust the sampling rate so that the 
density of projected points meets the pixel resolution, which can be done both for 
rasterization and ray tracing approaches. Since this depends on the current viewing 
parameters, the resampling has to be done dynamically for each frame, and multi-resolution 
hierarchies or specialized procedural resamplers are exploited for this purpose. Examples 
are bounding sphere hierarchies [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2000b], dynamic sampling of 
procedural geometries [Stamminger and Drettakis 2001], the randomized Z-buffer [Wand et  
al. 2001], and the rendering of moving least squares (MLS) surfaces [Alexa et  al. 2001].  

As for polygonal multi-resolution rendering, amortization over a large number of primitives is 
essential to maximize rendering speed on current rasterization architectures. The highest 
performance is currently obtained by coarse-grained approaches. Coarse grained refinement 
for point clouds was introduced by the Layered Point Cloud multiresolution 
approach [Gobbetti and Marton 2004], a method that creates a coarse hierarchy over the 
samples of the datasets simply by reordering and clustering them into point clouds of 
approximately constant size arranged in a binary tree.  

Even though these coarse grained techniques improve rendering speed over classic point 
render of over one order of magnitude, current point based techniques are competitive in 
terms of rendering performance with triangle mesh ones only if one uses simple unblended 
disks for point cloud rendering, which limits their ability to correctly treat texture and 
transparency and makes them more prone to produce aliasing artifacts.  

Overall, peak performance of high quality techniques based on sophisticated point splatting 
is currently inferior to the performance of corresponding triangle rasterization and raytracing 
approaches, due to the additional overhead of sample blending. This situation might change 
in the near future, as novel architectures for hardware-accelerated rendering primitives are 
currently being introduced [Weyrich et  al. 2007]. Moreover, these technologies have the 
advantage that they can be used directly to aligned point clouds, and do not require that a 
surface reconstruction step is applied in the scanning pipeline. 

Sample based representations have been traditionally used to describe surfaces with 
oriented points. More recently, they have been used to model the appearance of small 
volumetric portions of the environment, which offers advantages in models with very complex 
geometry. In the Far Voxels approach [Gobbetti and Marton 2005], LODs are generated by 
discretizing spatial regions into cubical voxels. Each voxel contains a compact direction 
dependent approximation of the appearance of the associated volumetric sub-part of the 
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model when viewed from a distance. The approximation is constructed by a visibility aware 
algorithm that fits parametric shaders to samples obtained by casting rays against the full 
resolution dataset. The voxels are rendered using a point primitives interpreted by GPU 
shaders. The approach proved to be effective in cases where pure geometric simplification 
remains hard to apply. These cases appear in very complex models, where the visual 
appearance of an object depends on resolving the ordering and mutual occlusion of even 
very close-by surfaces, potentially with different shading properties. For such complex 
models, visibility preprocessing and model simplification are strictly coupled. A similar 
approach to model simplification is also applicable to ray tracing [Yoon et  al. 2006, Dietrich 
et  al. 2006]. 

4.3.3 Image based approaches 
In the geometry-based rendering approach, the visible component of the world is the union of 
two elements: the geometric description of the objects and the color and lighting conditions. 
A different approach is to consider the world as an collection of 2D images, one for each 
position, orientation and possibly time. The goal of image-based rendering (IBR) is to 
generate images by directly resampling such an image collection given the view 
parameters [McMillan and Bishop 1995], without the need of a full three-dimensional 
reconstruction. This approach has the theoretical advantage of decoupling rendering 
complexity from (geometric) scene complexity. In practice, however, a fully IBR approach is 
typically impractical, due to the sheer amount of data required for a full dense encoding of a 
complex model as a set of images. Full-scene image base rendering also loses the scene 
graph structure necessary for interactive selection. Restricted solutions have thus been 
proposed. The underlying idea behind all approaches is either to reduce the problem 
dimensionality by imposing constraints on viewer motion, or to compensate the aliasing 
effect by using additional geometric information. 

Since no compensation of aliasing effects is possible without additional geometric 
information, either the sampling must be very dense [Gortler et  al. 1996, Levoy and 
Hanrahan 1996], which is not practical for large scenes, or the possible viewer motion must 
be restricted, e.g., spherical or cylindrical panorama systems [Lippman 1980, Chen 1995]. 

When the viewer’s motion is unrestricted, some geometric information must be employed in 
addition to images. In the last decade, a set of successful hybrid techniques have been 
proposed to accelerate the rendering of portions of a complex scene. The techniques replace 
complex geometry with textures in well-defined cases. In most cases, the basic idea is to use 
a geometry-based approach for near objects, and switch to a radically different image-based 
representation, called an impostor, for distant objects that have small, slowly changing on-
screen projections. Successful examples include portal textures [Aliaga and Lastra 1997], 
textured depth meshes [Sillion et  al. 1997, Wilson and Manocha 2003], layered environment 
maps [Jeschke et  al. 2002, Jeschke and Wimmer 2002], layered depth images [Shade et  al. 
1998, Wimmer et  al. 2001]. These techniques, introduced a decade ago, are enjoying a 
renewed interest, because of the evolution of graphics hardware, which is more and more 
programmable and oriented toward massively parallel rasterization. These techniques will be 
investigated more in depth in the section related work of urban models rendering. 

A number of specialized hardware accelerated techniques, often based on GPU raycasting, 
have been introduced (e.g., relief mapping [Oliveira et  al. 2000], and various forms of view-
dependent displacement mapping [Wang et  al. 2003, Wang et  al. 2004, Baboud and 
Décoret 2006, Policarpo et  al. 2005]). These methods have already demonstrated their 
applicability to massive model rendering systems [Wilson and Manocha 2003, Aliaga et  al. 
1999]. This kind of techniques is well suited to urban environments, as we will see in the next 
chapter. 

The evolution of the methods illustrates the convergence of rasterization and raytracing 
approaches, and the appeal of simple image based representation that enable the powerful 
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GPU rasterization architecture, and more in general, streaming architectures, to process 
geometry in addition to images. 

4.4 Recommendations 
In the INDIGO project, point-based rendering seems the most appropriate approach for 
dense models, since it can be applied both to “raw” acquired data and polished ones. The 
implemented technology should strive to provide rapid construction of a multiresolution 
rendering database from already aligned raw data (e.g., in the las format), measurement 
possibilities (picking of 3D points), fast rendering rates and creation of understandable 
images from raw datasets (e.g, by using illustrative techniques).  
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5 Navigating within sparse datasets: photographs em bedded in 3D 
space 

In recent years, computer vision techniques such as structure from motion and model-based 
reconstruction have gained traction in the computer graphics field under the name of image-
based modelling (IBM), i.e., the process of creating three dimensional models from a 
collection of input images. One particular application of IBM has been the creation of large 
scale architectural models (Debevec et al., 1996; Dick et al. 2004; Teller et al. 2003). There 
are also several ongoing academic and commercial projects focused on large-scale urban 
scene reconstruction. These efforts include the 4D Cities project (Schindler et al. 2007), 
which aims to create a spatialtemporal model of Atlanta from historical photographs; the 
Stanford CityBlock Project (Román et al. 2004), which uses video of city blocks to create 
multi-perspective strip images; and the UrbanScape project of Akbarzadeh et al. (2006). The 
V-CITY European project is also an ongoing effort that includes components for automatic 
city modelling from photographs (in that case, oblique aerial photographs, plus, eventually, 
some ground images). All these efforts are amenable to customized image based rendering 
techniques, such as those reviewed in the previous chapter. Detailed modeling from 
photographs of general environments remains however a hard tasks. A viable alternative to 
modelling from photographs, is to consider that the reconstruction from photograph is only 
coarse, and to focus on navigating between sparse photographs rather than on extracting a 
photorealistic consistent model from them.  

In the following, we review some of the related visualization and navigation techniques. 

5.1 Photo Tourism 
Photo Tourism [Snavely 2006] was the first system to implement the navigation of a 3D 
scene by moving from photograph to photograph with only a very rough point based 
representation of the actual 3D geometry. In other terms, the user may view the 3D scene 
only from the positions from which the photographs were taken (see Figure 11).  

 
Figure 11. A snapshot of Photo Tourism [Snavely 2006] 

5.1.1 Transition between photographs 
To keep the user's sense of location in the scene, the transition from a photograph to the 
next is done by interpolating the point of view and the direction of view linearly. The image to 
render during the transition is a combination of the two obtained by projecting photographs in 
a common plane (computed during the building of the dataset). In this transition the image 
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may look out of focus and distorted, but it serves its purpose. If the two photographs are very 
far away, i.e. if there is not a reasonable common plane, the system applies a simple fading. 

5.1.2 Selection of  photographs 
In the Photo Tourism  graphics interface  the  photographs are represented as small 
pyramids with their apex in the shooting position and the user may select the photograph to 
visualize by clicking on its pyramid. Alternatively, the user may select a region of interest of 
the picture currently visualized and the system automatically looks for the best photograph 
corresponding to the selection.  

In order to support common movements of the point of view such as panning or zooming out, 
a graph is build at preprocessing and used to bind the movement of the point of view view 
with the proper  photograph, without the need of explicitly select it. 

One more  feature of Photo Tourism is a bar showing iconized version of the photographs 
similar  to the one currently visualized. This feature is useful to furtherly distinguish the 
photographs  that are close in term of position but different in terms of quality, beautifulness, 
light conditions etc. 

Photo Tourism was developed by Microsoft as a Java Applet. A more sophisticated version 
has been later developed for MS Silver Light (http://photosynth.net/) 

5.1.3 3D visualizations 
Presenting a general 3D overview of a set of sparsely reconstructed photographs is 
challenging. One of the proposals of the Photo Tourism systems is to select only the 
photographs for which dominant planar surfaces exists and to display them in 3D using non-
photorealistic means. The dominant planar surfaces are found by robustly fitting planes to 
the set of 3D points associated to each image, and to accept them only if they succeed in 
fitting a large enough portion of the points. The corresponding image is then displayed as a 
semitransparent 3D rectangle with washed out colors. 
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Figure 12. A view looking down on the Prague dataset, rendered in a non-photorealistic style (Snavely 

2008) 

5.2 PhotoCloud 
An academic tool, PhotoCloud (see Figure 13), implemented the same principles as Photo 
Tourism improving some visualization aspects. An important one is the hierarchical 
representation of photographs' to avoid indistinct visualization in scene with high density of 
photographs. This is especially  common  in the touristic sites, where many photographs are 
taken almost from the very same place. 
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Figure 13. A snapshot of PhotoCloud 

In order to avoid confused visualization of many superimposed pyramids, PhotoCloud 
recursively clusters group of a nearby photographs and pick up a representative one that will 
be shown when the user if face from the cluster. When  approaching to a cluster, the 
pyramids of the photographs in the cluster are  renderer in a position between the one of the 
representative and their actual position, so producing a smooth transition without popping 
artifacts. 

5.3 Visualizing large sets of photographs 
Handling large sets of photographs is also a visualization challenge: PhotoCloud improved 
the way to represent iconized version of the pictures by distributing them on the bottom and 
sides of the screen on the base of a distance criterion. A recent approach [BriTar] allows to 
browse large set of images that are  dynamically rearranged, rescaled and  reshaped to 
cover a given region of screen of any shape by using anisotropic Voronoi diagram to assign 
a region of screen to each picture and smoothly clipping the picture with the border of  such 
region (see an example in Figure 14).    

 
Figure 14. Photographs arranged in a curved shape with anisotropic Voronoi diagrams [BriTar] 

The well known Google Street View operates on a similar principle, with the main difference 
that the scene is not a set of photographs but a set of panoramas (computed by eleven high 
resolution photographs simultaneously taken by a omni-directional camera) and the 
metaphor for browsing the  scene is  simpler and more constrained: the user can only move 
along the next spot on the street. Furthermore, because of the highly constrained positioning 
of the view, there is little or no 3D geometry involved. 
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5.4 Considerations 
The idea of rendering 3D content by using 2D images dates well back before than Photo 
Tourism, as mentioned in the previous chapters. The novel aspect introduced by Photo 
Tourism and follow ups is that images are used only  to enrich or improve a 3D description of 
the scene but they are the scene. 

The advantages of this approach are manifold: 

• the construction of the scene requires cheaper hardware and less computational 
effort 

• the user interface is generally more friendly than with a general 3D representation, 
also thanks to the limited number of viewing positions, i.e. moving in a more discrete 
setting   

• in a remote setting (for example over the Internet) sending images is easier that 
sending geometry. Although this specific issue may change in the future, at the 
present progressive transmission of color images is much more efficient and 
standardized than transmission of 3D geometry 

These approaches work on the assumption that the user only want to view the 3D 
representation, but not do spatial operations with it. If it not so, it should be considered that: 

• without a full 3D geometry, it is difficult if not impossible to perform precise 
measurements on the object 

• consequently, simulations on the physical scene cannot be reliably done 

• if the real scene changes, to update the set of photographs it may become extremely 
difficult because the ambiguous situations that may happen.  

5.5 Recommendations 
Supporting Image collections embedded in 3D space requires the deployment of specialized 
technology for 3D image collection rendering. The goal here should not be on providing 
photo-realistic views of the world from all viewpoints, but, rather, on creating smooth 3D 
transitions between photographs and on visually providing information on the pose relative to 
each image. The approach should not be seen as a substitution of 3D geometry 
visualization, but as a useful complement. 
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6 Conclusions and general recommendations  

We summarize here the main conclusions and general recommendations for the project. 

The objective of using 3D data in the INDIGO project is to provide simple to understand 
visualizations of a particular environment. These reconstructions will be created to provide 
means to recognize a particular area both for training and for actual operations. We can think 
of exploiting different types of sources for creating these reconstructions: 

• Dense 3D models , such as those created through LiDAR or similar technologies, 
that provide measurable reconstructions of environments. These models can be 
exploited for all operations that require some sort of measurement in 3D. As the goal 
of INDIGO is not photorealistic reconstruction, the project should be able to support 
the simplest form of aligned data (unordered aligned point clouds) and should not 
force the creation of complex merged models.  

• Image collections embedded in 3D space , such as those created with SfM 
pipelines followed by global alignment steps, that provide sparse but natural 
depictions of sites. These models can be exploited for all operations that require 
location recognition. They can augment dense 3D models for improving visualization 
from specific points of views, or replace them (when possible) in applications that do 
not require precise measurement. 

Both kinds of datasets will be increasingly available in the future and are relatively easy to 
acquire (at least at a small scale). The focus of INDIGO will be on the creation of a real-time 
interactive system for navigation between these 3D datasets. Whenever possible, existing 
technology will be exploited for the acquisition and reconstruction steps. 

Supporting dense 3D models within an interactive system requires the deployment of 
specialized technology for real-time massive 3D mod el rendering . In the INDIGO 
project, direct point-based rendering seems the most appropriate approach for dense 
models, since it can be applied both to “raw” acquired data and polished ones. The 
implemented technology should strive to provide rapid construction of a multiresolution 
rendering database from already aligned raw data (e.g., in the las format), measurement 
possibilities (picking of 3D points), fast rendering rates and creation of understandable 
images from raw datasets (e.g, by using illustrative techniques).  

Supporting Image collections embedded in 3D space requires the deployment of specialized 
technology for 3D image collection rendering . The goal here should not be on providing 
photo-realistic views of the world from all viewpoints, but, rather, on creating smooth 3D 
transitions between photographs and on visually providing information on the pose relative to 
each image. 

As far as hardware resources required, it should be noted that these applications, similarly to 
many 3D multimedia ones, require non trivial resources. Dense point clouds require 
hardware rendering rates of millions of points per seconds, and 3D embedded photographs 
require high performance texturing. Both require good quantities of local memory for data 
caching. Fortunately, the current hardware trends, driven by the gaming industry, have lead 
to availability of high performance commodity desktop and portable solutions. The goal for 
the project should be to support interactive performance on high end desktop and portable 
platforms, such as PCs/laptops with latest generation graphics boards and, at least, 
broadband (ADSL) connectivity.  
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